Solutions for Konica Minolta
NA Trading and Technology offers a broad selection of
parts, imaging supplies, and innovative solutions for today’s
most popular copiers and multifunctional printers.
Each of our Konica Minolta products is engineered and
manufactured to strict standards to ensure you the best
possible experience. We started this company more than
30 years with Konica compatibles, so you can count on our
products for quality.

Our Testing

All of our products are
tested and monitored to
ensure they meet or exceed
OEM performance and
quality standards, so every
product will provide high
performance and maximum
profitability.

Our Vendors

By carefully choosing our
vendor partners we can
supply you with products
built with the most
advanced technology
and materials to keep you
one step ahead of your
competition.

Our Products

We have low product
failure rates because our
Six Sigma quality control
process emphasizes
constant improvement.
We strive to provide the
industry’s best value on
products you can count on.

Drum Unit Chips

They may look alike, but our chips perform different jobs. Drum unit conversion chips turn your black drums
into color drums so you get unparalleled versatility. Reset chips reset your drum units, so you get extended
life and great savings. These chips give you options, and who doesn’t love having options?

For DR311:
NATT #: 06037003
OEM #: Converts DR311K to DR311CMY
For use in: BHC220/ BHC280/ BHC360

For DR512:
NATT #: 06037001
OEM #: Converts DR512K to DR512CMY
For use in: BHC224/ BHC224e/ BHC284/ BHC284e/ BHC308
BHC364 BHC364e/ BHC368/ BHC454/ BHC454e/ BHC554/
BHC554e

For DR311:
NATT #: 06037002
OEM #: Resets DR311K
For use in: BHC220/ BHC280/ BHC360

CMYK Toner

Use our CMYK and monochrome toners for
savings, performance and value. Our universal
toners can also help you streamline your
inventory by replacing multiple part numbers, so
you’ll have more of what you need most.
NATT #: 06071041/ 06071042/ 06071043/ 06071044
OEM #: TN321C/ TN321M/ TN321Y/ TN321K
For use in: BHC224/ BHC224E/ BHC284/ BHC284E
BHC364/ BHC364E

NA Trading and Technology’s Recycle Program keeps
enormous amounts of e-waste out of landfills in communities
like yours!

Drum Units

Reduce your impact.
Recycle your cores.

Our drum units provide peerless quality and great value, so plug them in and forget all about them.

NATT #: 06069002
OEM #: DR310
For use in: BH200/ BH222/ BH250/ BH282/ BH350/ BH362

NATT #: 06069007
OEM #: DR411
For use in: BH36/ BH42/ BH223/ BH283/ BH363
BH423/ BH7828

To learn more about NA Trading and Technology and our entire Konica product
line, contact a Product Specialist or visit us online today.
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